Hundreds of technical, special interest Internet weblogs are already generating thousands of niche articles worldwide, and many institutions are starting to create internal blogs for team collaboration. As this style of communication becomes more pervasive in the lives of employees and researchers, the difficulty of finding relevant information only grows with the number of authors and articles. To reduce the load, we propose using implicit group messaging (IGM) to automatically deliver relevant content to readers grouped by shared characteristics or interests. In this paper, we outline a context-aware application suited to special interest messaging and describe three alternative delivery models including our peer-to-peer (P2P) design called SPICE and a broker-based design. We investigate the advantages and disadvantages of each approach through detailed simulations driven by realistic data and actual national/global network topologies. We find that although a broker-based design is generally the most network efficient and lowest latency, a structured P2P system can offer exceptionally low and fair loading across peers and network links without relying on specialized broker nodes.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is rapidly becoming a dominant medium of social interaction with more than one billion people already online [1] . Countless content-oriented tools such as Blogger [2] and Connotea [3] have significantly diminished the technical difficulty of publishing and organizing content, driving the proliferation of specialized weblogs (or blogs) and other content [4, 5] . As of early 2007, the web site Technorati [6] is tracking more than 80 million discrete blogs in the 'blogosphere'. Thousands are highly technical, focussing on data mining and artificial intelligence (AI), for example, and several thousand articles were posted in 2006 regarding these particular topics alone.
Already mainstream among typical Internet users, blogging (the act of publishing articles in an online journal) is burgeoning in institutional and special interest domains. In the last few years, many institutions have started creating both client-facing and internal blogs for purposes ranging from branding and customer service to project management and team collaboration [7] . Some of the world's largest companies have employees who regularly write public articles, such as Robert Scoble [8] at Microsoft (until June 2006) . IBM in 2005 requested its 320 000 employees to consider blogging on a regular basis [9] and Verizon uses blogs as a tool for internal knowledge management [10] . Many libraries and universities also use blogs as a means of communicating internally to staff and students [11] . Blogs have several features suited to institutional use: they allow every employee to voice an opinion; act as a stimulus for dialogue; and serve as a constantly evolving repository of ideas and pieces of information that are often lost or unheard in large organizations.
However, it is increasingly difficult to focus on what is personally interesting and relevant [12] . There are many possibilities for conveying content from publishers to consumers. Public blogs are typically found via search engines or aggregation sites (portals) such as Slashdot [13] . Many sites are also supplemented by RSS or Atom syndication mechanisms that permit consumers to subscribe for updates when they discover a publisher that interests them. More sophisticated aggregation is also possible such that consumers can receive aggregated, customized updates by combining and filtering RSS feeds from multiple sources. Even more generally, content-based publish/subscribe messaging (pub/sub) allows consumers to subscribe to specific sorts of articles and have matches delivered as they are published regardless of their original source [14] . Consumers may also be able to join multicast channels designed to deliver articles about specific topics.
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Search engines excel when consumers are able to specifically describe what they are looking for. Portals, in contrast, are suitable for finding non-specific content around a general theme; there are numerous technology-oriented portals, for example. They serendipitously benefit consumers by exposing them to articles from a variety of sources that may be of interest, even if they would not think to actually search for them. But, because they need to appeal to a somewhat general readership, it is uncommon to find portals that precisely cater to individuals' interests.
In general, these approaches place the onus on consumers to hunt for information, sifting through search results or progressively narrowing their browsing through pre-determined categories. This paper terms these forms of delivery consumer-selected, since it is the consumer that selects the content they receive, either by explicitly entering the URL of a blog into a browser (selection-named), or implicitly describing the content by keying terms into a search engine or pub/sub subscription (selection-described).
Complementary to consumer-selected delivery is publisherselected, which relies on the publishers of articles selecting the consumers. Prime examples are email and instant messaging where recipients are specified by the publisher with names or addresses. An important feature of this approach is that consumers do not initiate delivery: information arrives unannounced. Unlike consumer-selected approaches, there are relatively few examples of publisher-selected delivery, and those that exist generally require publishers to explicitly name consumers (i.e. they are selection-named). Table 1 categorizes various messaging approaches, both consumer-and publisher-selected, and selection-named and -described. Each has drawbacks, depending on the application domain. For example, email requires the publisher to know the names of all interested consumers which is unsuitable for large audiences; blogs require consumers to find and subscribe to those they suspect will produce relevant articles; and search engines require consumers to accurately describe sought content. The difficulty confronted is that of findability [15] -the ability of articles to be found-and the difficulty can only mount as the number of publishers, consumers and articles increase.
As an antidote, this paper proposes that the publisher specify the consumer demographic for each article of content. As publishers, they are in the best position to estimate the relevant audience. Underpinning this concept is the notion of an implicit group-a set of consumers that have some inherent features in common, e.g. every colleague working on a certain project and using machine learning. An implicit group is defined by the characteristics of its members, rather than their explicit names.
This approach to delivering content, termed implicit group messaging (IGM), can be classified as publisher-selected and selection-described (Table 1 ). The chief concept can be most easily expressed as shifting the subscriptions of pub/sub from the consumers to the publishers. Instead of consumers selecting the type of messages they want to receive, the publishers select the type of audience they wish to reach. This approach combines the serendipity of portals with the precision of search engines and the unannounced nature of email. Consumers receive targeted, relevant information as it is published without having to search for it or subscribe to specific sorts of messages.
In recent work, we positioned IGM as the distribution component of Indie TV [16] , a tailored TV channel for each viewer based specifically on their distinct and variable interests. IGM is the fundamental mechanism used by producers in the Indie TV model to disseminate their content to all interested consumers as it is created. An agent on each consumer's device takes this content and packages it as a continuously playing television channel. In earlier work [17] , we presented results for a limited version of the SPICE peer-to-peer (P2P) and CENTRALIZED implementations running only over a small physical network topology. This paper extends that work in three ways: IGM is applied to a collaborative, special interest messaging domain; three alternative implementations of IGM are described; and real data and network topologies are used to drive detailed comparative simulations under the proposed scenario.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes IGM. Section 3 outlines a context-aware special interest messaging application and identifies three IGM implementations for realizing the message distribution component: client/server; decentralized brokers; and distributed structured P2P. Section 4 details the experimental design used in our evaluation of the implementations, including the realistic data source and network topologies we use. Section 5 uses simulations to compare the three implementations under a variety of metrics. Section 6 is an overview of related work and Section 7 concludes with a summary of our findings and future work.
IMPLICIT GROUP MESSAGING
IGM is a form of messaging that delivers messages (or casts) to consumers grouped by some common characteristics selected by the publisher. The act of publishing a cast is termed casting. IGM is applicable to many domains, both social and technical, such as collaborative groupware, pervasive computing environments and machine -machine service discovery. This diversity suggests the language used to describe consumers and select implicit groups should be distinct from IGM itself. For instance, ontological languages such as CSCP [18] may be appropriate for pervasive computing environments, but inappropriate for service discovery. As such, IGM does not prescribe any particular domain modelling language.
A simple language commonly used in the blogosphere allows participants to label content with arbitrary descriptive tags, as evidenced by Technorati [6] and Connotea [3] . Tags are simply keywords in a flat namespace. There is no hierarchy or inherent meaning to any tag, but common usage tends to emerge even among small populations of participants [19] . Owing to its existing popularity in blogging, such a model is appropriate for the special interest messaging domain considered in this paper.
Groups of consumers are specified by publishers using a Boolean target expression, based on the tags the consumers must possess. Target expressions combine tags using AND (&) and OR (j) operators. This allows publishers to specifically select the group of consumers that are appropriate for a given message.
Referring to the classification in Table 1 , IGM shares some similarities with other approaches such as email (in that it is the publisher of the message that selects the consumers) and subject-/content-based pub/sub (in that the selection is described with an expression language). The key difference is that in pub/sub it is the consumers that select the subset of all messages they wish to receive using a subscription. In IGM, it is the publisher of a message that selects the subset of all consumers that will receive it based on a target expression. Figures 1a and b illustrate this point.
Any implementation of an IGM system should have certain basic properties, which we enumerate informally in order of importance:
(i) All selected consumers eventually receive messages.
(ii) Messages are only delivered once to each consumer. (iii) Only messages that are published are delivered to consumers. (iv) Non-selected consumers do not receive messages.
Note that these properties do not state how quickly a notification must take place after a message is published, or place limits on resources used. These are domain and implementation concerns that are highly dependent on the intended usage, the system design and the modelling language. For example, delivering blog articles does not require immediate delivery in the way the chat applications do.
A more detailed discussion and formal basis of IGM are provided as a technical report [20] .
THE RESEARCH TOOL
There are many existing ways to connect blog authors and readers in institutional and special interest domains, e.g. RSS and search engines. Section 1 argues that the serendipitous publisher-selected-described approach of IGM could be used to improve the experience of readers as publishing becomes more pervasive and specialized.
In this section, we outline an application specifically designed for researchers in computer science, though also applicable to business domains. It is inspired by the rise of institutional and special interest blogging and could be used within a research laboratory or over the Internet. Its primary functionality is to assist collaboration using IGM: researchers can keep a public journal that is automatically published to interested peers; appropriate collaborators for new work can be found by messaging implicit groups of people in a specific field; conference organizers can direct calls for papers to relevant audiences; literature searches can be constrained to peers with similar interests; and conversations can be held between likeminded colleagues in implicit group forums and chat rooms.
Consider in particular an implicit group blogging component. The basic interface may be similar to an email . Instead of entering recipients' email addresses however, the message is addressed to an implicit group by the way of a target expression. Consumers are notified of incoming messages in the same way as new email or RSS feeds, with the additional advantage that messages can be automatically classified according to the target group (Figure 2b ). If a reader finds the message interesting, they are able to either reply solely to the author via ordinary email, or 'reply all' to the same implicit group. The latter option permits the possibility of ongoing exchanges between members of a group that is never explicitly reified. The research tool client may also combine or integrate with a literature management component that records which papers a researcher is reading. In such a case, the tool itself could determine the interests of the researcher by observing their reading patterns. Common keywords could be extracted from the most recently read papers, and used to automatically register tags in the IGM network on their behalf. Registrations could be adjusted over time by the tool as the researcher's interests shift.
This notion could be extended further by interfacing with other components such as calendars and 'to do' lists. The software could then act as a news ticker while the reader is browsing the world wide web, or as an adaptive chat room suited to the project the user is currently working on. Such context-awareness has been explored at length in the form of context modelling [21] and toolkits [22] .
Synchronizing and interfacing with portable devices would also allow the software to recognize what has already been seen by a researcher (e.g. when commuting with a PDA) and tailor the message display. By extending the contextawareness capabilities of the client software and adjusting registrations accordingly, IGM becomes a vehicle for contextbased messaging, where users receive messages based not just only on their interests but also on their current activities.
Such a tool would be useful in domains beyond academic research. For instance, a physician at a hospital having trouble diagnosing a patient could send messages to the implicit group of colleagues with expertise in the exhibited symptoms. An IGM-based music player could supplant record labels for independent music artists by enabling them to directly reach consumers interested in their music, achieving marketing and distribution simultaneously.
The distribution of messages in these types of applications is achieved via an IGM component. The following sections describe three possible implementations: the CENTRALIZED client/server, decentralized BROKER backbone and the distributed structured P2P model called SPICE. Section 5 evaluates these implementations using real data and network topologies appropriate to a computer science research tool.
Centralized
IGM can be easily implemented as a client/server CENTRA-LIZED system. In this model, a server (or server cluster) has three responsibilities: storing registrations from clients containing their tags, matching casts to implicit group members and acting as the nexus for all messages between publishers and consumers.
Conceptually, the CENTRALIZED implementation is the simplest, and it demonstrates well the functionality required of an IGM system. Figure 1a shows the basic architecture. It consists of a single server peer with the remainder of peers acting as clients communicating only with the server. When a peer joins the system, it sends its set of tags and IP address to the server where they are stored. A peer casts a message by forwarding it directly to the server which then calculates all selected peers and forwards it to each. Casts in this model involve almost the minimum number of peers necessary for delivery to an implicit group. Most peers do no work to maintain the system, but merely receive casts as they are published. However, the server must be capable of delivering all of the casts made. High-bandwidth links around the server are also needed in case of large groups or frequent casts.
The approach has many strengths, and also many weaknesses. Strengths include a clear design and implementation, a single point at which to implement the target selection (which allows for an arbitrarily complex language), the ability to provision the server with additional bandwidth or servers as the system becomes increasingly loaded and a low overhead for all participants except the server. However, a single point of failure or attack could lead to failures of the entire system, and an initial investment in infrastructure is needed to suitably provision a server.
Broker
The design of the CENTRALIZED implementation concentrates peer and network load at a single point in the system resulting in high load on the server and nearby network links. The hypothesis behind the BROKER implementation is that this load can be diffused by decentralizing the server into an overlay network of servers (or brokers).
The BROKER implementation distinguishes between client peers and brokers. Brokers are arranged into a logical overlay graph. Each client peer connects to its nearest broker, which behaves towards its clients like a CENTRALIZED server. Clients pass messages to brokers, which propagate them to other brokers and onwards to client peers.
A broker-based design is often employed by event-based distribution systems. Pub/sub systems such as SIENA [23] are based on the general concept of decentralized broker overlays. Brokers may be randomly, manually or automatically placed around the physical network. The overlay graph (also called the backbone) may be hierarchical, an unrooted tree or a more general cyclic graph.
In this implementation, brokers are randomly placed and maintain a non-hierarchical, acyclic overlay. An acyclic overlay simplifies the model significantly, yet still allows very efficient routing. It is one of the approaches used in SIENA [23] .
The backbone is constructed by finding the minimal spanning tree (MST), according to the round trip times (RTT) between each pair of brokers. The use of RTTs ensures that message delivery is quick, and more importantly that neighbouring brokers in the overlay are nearby in the physical network, reducing overall network traffic. Figure 3 shows a backbone of 81 brokers formed over the 'laboratory' network topology (described in Section 4.2 and depicted in Figure 7a ).
Since the broker overlay graph is acyclic, each broker can be thought of as the root of its own registration tree. Thus, the broker maintains tables for each of its children brokers containing the tags that have already been registered along that link. To register, a client delivers its tags to its broker which records the registration, and forwards any previously unregistered tags to its children brokers, where the process continues. In this way, tag registrations will be propagated away from the registering client to the rest of the network. As more clients register, more tags will be registered along children links meaning fewer tags will need to be forwarded in future. Essentially, the brokers record 'covering' registrations for all consumers below them in their view of the registration tree.
When a registration is being forwarded down the registration tree, each broker also records which tags have been received from its parent brokers. This backward link allows the broker to become the root of its own distribution tree when it receives a new cast from a client peer or another broker. Since it knows the neighbouring brokers that have registered tags, it is able to propagate the cast messages towards matching clients.
The brokers' routing tables are implemented as Bloom Filters [24] . Bloom Filters are compact representations of sets of objects, which allow membership tests with an adjustable error rate of false positives, effectively trading precision for reduced storage. Stored as bit strings, filters can incorporate new objects by hashing them to and setting k of their bit positions. An object can be tested for membership by hashing it and ensuring all k bit positions in the filter have been previously set. In the BROKER implementation, the error rate of the Bloom Filters is referred to as the routing error.
The BROKER implementation requires the administration of the brokers and the broker backbone although this process could be somewhat automated with a distributed MST algorithm.
Spice
SPICE is an IGM implementation built over a distributed, structured P2P substrate, where every peer participates in cast delivery. It employs rendezvous points (RPs) in the structure to store peer registrations and act as the marshalling points for delivering casts. SPICE is designed to fairly distribute load over all peers with load distribution techniques that take the advantage of the novel design of the P2P substrate.
The basic approach is known as 'vertical' partitioning, a technique often used for distributed search indices [25] . A new peer first constructs a description of all of its tags called a summary. The summary is then stored in registries at several addresses on the P2P substrate, found by hashing each of the tags. Figure 4a shows the process of three peers registering two tags each. Note that the summaries contain all of the tags of the peer registering.
A publisher casts a message by routing it to the hash of any one of the tags in the target expression. The peer at the hashed point can determine which peers are the members of the implicit group, since it has stored summaries of the registrations for all peers expressing that tag. It then forwards the cast directly to each. Figure 4b shows a message cast to the implicit group 'football & samba'. The publisher routes the cast to the hash of the tag 'football'. The peer storing the registry knows from its tables that two peers have registered both of the tags in the target expression and forwards it to them. Target expressions containing disjunctive terms can be treated as separate casts to several conjunctive expressions.
SPICE is built on top of our ICE P2P substrate [26] . ICE superficially resembles the CAN DHT [27] . Peers own mutually exclusive regions of a d-dimensional surface and communicate only with peers that own bordering regions. Messages are routed across the surface by passing them from neighbour to neighbour in the direction of a specified destination.
ICE surfaces use hierarchical tesseral addressing, unlike CAN, which uses Cartesian addressing. Regions of the surface (known as extents) can be addressed by a string of digits. As shown in Figure 5a , the address 0 specifies the top left-hand quadrant of a two-dimensional surface, and address 3032 specifies a small extent towards the bottom right-hand corner. This mapping approach can be applied to surfaces of arbitrary dimensionality without loss of generality. The approach permits the hierarchical addressing of parent and children extents which is key to SPICE's load distribution techniques (described below).
ICE also supports the routing of messages from single source peers to multiple destination peers that are contained within arbitrary regions specified by tesseral addresses. A sophisticated amortized routing algorithm minimizes the number of messages actually transmitted by branching efficiently towards areas as needed (Figure 5b ). The ICE surface is treated geometrically, with destinations clustered by their angular distances as observed from the current location on the surface during a route. Branching occurs only when a threshold in radians called the branch factor is exceeded. A value of p produces a circuitous tour through all destinations with no branching, whereas 0 routes directly from the source to each destination. The branch factor affects the trade-off between the minimum total messages needed to route a message, and the average path length from the source to each destination. Generally, the more a route is amortized, the longer it takes for a message to reach a destination, but the fewer messages are needed overall.
Because some common tags may be registered by many consumers, some peers will need to store many summaries and forward many casts to group members. Similarly, some tags will be frequently used in target expressions, exposing some peers to high incoming load. SPICE has two techniques to limit the impact of these sorts of loading: registry distribution and registry replication. They are adaptively activated as peers reach certain loading limits. The storage limit (SL) is the maximum number of summaries a peer is willing to store, which consequently limits the number of consumers to which it must forward casts. The frequency limit (FL) is the maximum number of casts per second a peer is prepared to service. Registry distribution is designed to reduce the outgoing load of peers that store many summaries. It works by slowly expanding the region where summaries are stored from a single hashed address to the entire ICE surface in incremental steps. Figure 6a illustrates this concept. The initial hashed address of a tag can be thought of as the smallest possible 'container' for all summaries. When it fills (i.e. when the peer storing the summaries reaches its SL), the container grows by omitting a digit from the end of the tag's hashed address. The new container is 2 d times larger, and contains a corresponding multiple of peers which randomly store the distributed summaries. For example, if the peer at 210 is overloaded with registrations, it distributes them randomly to peers in the next largest container, 21. When a cast arrives at the original peer, it is simply routed over ICE to the peers in the next largest container. This continues until all summaries are found, whereupon the message can be sent to selected consumers.
Registry replication is designed to reduce the incoming load on peers caused by frequent casts to the same groups. Once a peer reaches its FL, it routes copies of all of its summaries to corresponding extents on the surface for caching. These extents are found by replacing the head of the tag's hashed address with 'wildcards' to a certain depth (depending upon the level of replication desired). For example, Figure 6b shows registry replication for the tag hashing to 210. Level 1 replication requires copying the summaries to 010, 110 and 310. Level 2 replication makes a total of 16 copies at corresponding points within the next deepest set of extents (**0). Replicas are found by casts as they are routed over the ICE surface towards the hashed address of a tag. If a replica is encountered first, it is used exclusively. This divides the amount of incoming traffic for a tag evenly over all replicas, and also reduces the total outgoing loads on peers since they are only used to resolve casts a fraction of the time.
For those tags that are both commonly registered and frequently cast, replication and distribution can be combined. This is achieved very easily by routing all distributed summaries to the ordinary replica points for a tag. As the summaries arrive, the replicated registries reach their SLs and the registry distribution mechanism will automatically spread them over new replicated containers.
Technical reports detailing ICE and SPICE'S load distribution algorithms are available [26, 28] .
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This section details the experimental design for evaluating the IGM component of the research tool. The evaluation is a comparative analysis of the three IGM implementations, driven by OMNeTþþ/INET simulations. All experiments are run five times with different random seeds and peer/cast sets. The error bars on all figures represent a 95% confidence interval of the standard error.
Metrics
This section describes the metrics used in the evaluation. Every participant in an implementation is considered a peer, including servers, brokers, clients and SPICE peers. By joining an IGM system, peers may be required to transmit messages (outgoing load), and links in the physical underlying network will need to carry these messages. Depending upon the application, it may also be important for casts to be delivered very quickly (i.e. with low latency). Thus, the metrics are broadly split into three facets reflecting these concerns: peer, network and cast. Loading on peers and network links can be further considered on both a per cast basis, and as a loading over time after many casts. The purpose of the metrics is to uncover how heavily and fairly peers and links are loaded for a particular implementation, and how efficiently and quickly individual casts are delivered. Table 2 shows a sample matrix of casts and peers for a single run of an arbitrary IGM implementation. In this example, each cell value is the number of messages a peer forwards on behalf of others for a particular cast. For instance, Peer 3 transmits 15 messages in the delivery of Cast 1. The matrix can be summarized to describe the loading for a particular run. To do this, The matrix approach used for the peer facet can be applied analogously to network links to produce the per cast link load (PINK) and total link load (TINK) metrics. A low PINK M , for example, means no network link carried an excessive number of packets for any single cast. When applied to the CENTRA-LIZED and BROKER implementations, the server and brokers are considered peers alongside the clients in the load matrix. Thus, one would expect a high POUT M and TOUT M for these implementations due to their high outgoing loads both per cast and over time.
Peer/network facet loading

Peer/network facet fairness
The load matrix vectors for total outgoing (TOUT) and network (TINK) loading are also summarized for fairness, i.e. the similarity of loading across all peers and network links over many casts. For this, the Gini coefficient (G) is used. The Gini coefficient is often used in the field of economics as a measure of inequality of the distribution of income in a society. When every member has the same level of income, the distribution is completely fair. When one member has a positive income and the rest have none, the distribution is completely unfair. The analogy to loading on peers is clear.
To calculate G, the cumulative distribution function of a data set is plotted under a diagonal 'line of equality'. G is defined as the area between the line of equality and curve as a fraction of the entire area below the line of equality. It can thus take a value from 0.0 (fairness, when the curve matches the line of equality) to 1.0 (unfairness). The Gini coefficient has previously been used to measure peer load fairness in P2P networks [29] . The authors report that a fair distribution has a Gini coefficient in the range 0.5-0.65, whereas an unfair load distribution is in the range 0.85 -0.99. The Gini coefficient applied to the vectors from the load matrix is denoted with a subscript G, e.g. an implementation exhibiting low TOUT G imposes similar total outgoing load across all peers after many casts.
Cast facet
The cast facet measures the performance of casts in terms of the total number of overlay hops required for delivery to all group members, and the average and maximum number of hops needed to reach each consumer from the publisher. In CENTRALIZED, a publishing peer sends a single packet to the server, which replicates it to all selected peers. So, as to be independent of implicit group size, these metrics are thus reported as the ratio of messages compared with the CENTRALIZED implementation and are called the ratio of total hops (RTH), and the ratios of average/maximum hops (RAH/RMH). The mean actual latency from publisher to consumers is also reported. All metrics are summarized in Table 3 .
Physical network topologies
This evaluation is concerned with router-level statistics for a network typical of large institutions and Internet-based special interest groups. Two scenarios are specifically considered: a laboratory topology, which is a regional homogenous network such as may be operated by a university or research laboratory; and a worldwide topology comprising national/continental links and peers connected via broadband links. The physical topologies used are derived by Liljenstam et al. [30] from many sources of real router-level network measurements.
Our IGM implementations are based on connectionless datagram protocols, and for our evaluation we assume network links are reliable (meaning no packets are corrupted, lost or delivered out of order). In order to clearly isolate the performance of the implementations, the links are also assumed to have no congestion, and we introduce no crosstraffic. We do however model realistic link latency, in order to explore the time taken to deliver messages.
The laboratory topology (Figure 7a ) represents a national research lab and consists of 447 routers and 612 links. Link latency is 5, 3 or 1 ms depending on the link type. Peers are connected to random routers with LAN links, which have a latency of 1 -5 ms. The worldwide topology (Figure 7b ) covers a much greater area and is built around a core of six major US ISP networks with additional autonomous systems [31] ), and such peers tend to be the major generators of content [4] . Hence, in these experiments, peers are randomly connected to routers with broadband links. The proportion of broadband links is based on figures published by the OECD from 1999 -2004 extrapolated forward to 2006 (Table 4 ). In the CENTRALIZED and BROKER implementations, the server and brokers are always connected to the network core via links with a latency of 1 ms.
Data source
IGM is a novel approach to content distribution and hence there are no directly applicable sources of real data. However, similar systems do exist, including topic-based pub/sub systems and even ordinary web search engines. Search engines are a particularly good source of data as they are selection-described such as IGM, and generally support a language similar to the tag-based modelling language used in this paper. A search engine typically indexes objects (documents) by associated keywords, and search queries describe 'implicit groups' of these objects. The general availability and similarity of search engine data allows creation of suitable peer profiles and casts.
The data in these experiments come from a web site called the Collection of Computer Science Bibliographies (CCSB) [32] . The site is essentially a search engine that allows users to query a collection of almost 3.5 million computer science papers covering fields as diverse as AI, computational mathematics and typesetting.
The site is divided into several categories. Within each category are a set of bibliographies, maintained by separate computer scientists and librarians, each pertaining to a specific institution, conference, journal or field. Users can search over the entire collection of papers, or just particular categories or bibliographies. The bibliographies are stored in the plain text BIBT E X format commonly used to store and format metadata for referencing articles in scientific papers. The main descriptive fields for each paper are title, authors, abstract, journal/booktitle, annotations, notes, keywords and topics.
The data used in this case study are chosen from a single category within the CCSB corpus: AI. This particular category is chosen because it suits a special interest research group, and has the largest available search query log, 16 000 raw queries, spanning the period 4 September 2005 to 25 July 2006. The corresponding BIBT E X data are a snapshot of the bulk of the content indexed on 7 August 2006 (92 000 paper references or 72% of the AI category).
The CCSB data must be converted to sets of casts and peer registrations in order to be used in the simulations. The raw search queries are first normalized by treating each keyword as a tag in a conjunctive expression. This results in 15 000 total casts, 6000 of which are unique. This heavy-tailed cast distribution (Figure 8a ) is used as the basis for Half of the distinct casts use a single tag to select implicit groups. One-third is the conjunctions of two tags, and the remaining sixth combine three tags. Generating the peer registrations is more complex, since there is no trivial way to convert the BIBT E X bibliographies. In a real system, the research tool could observe the reading patterns of the researcher (as outlined in Section 3), and extract the most commonly appearing keywords to be used for registrations. Because the CCSB bibliographies are structured according to themes, fields or conferences, they are naturally grouped according to common threads of interest. Hence, a registration may reasonably be defined by the most common keywords from the descriptive fields of a set of papers chosen from a single bibliography. Specifically, in these experiments, each peer is assigned 30 random entries from a random AI bibliography representing those papers most recently read by the researcher. The 18 most common keywords appearing in the papers' metadata determine the researcher's registration tags. Eighteen is chosen because the registration is compact enough to prevent too much similarity between peers while allowing a considerable range of interests. Figure 8b shows the approximately Zipfian distribution of tags registered by a sample of 4096 peers applying this strategy.
EVALUATION
This section presents the results of simulations comparing the IGM implementations which form the distribution component of the research tool used in the laboratory and worldwide scenarios. The purpose of the evaluation is to explore what impact the choice of implementation has on the peer, network and cast facets in a realistic scenario.
Appropriate values must be chosen for the various parameters enumerated in Table 5 . The CENTRALIZED implementation has no separate parameters, and BROKER just two: the number of brokers (expressed as a percentage of all peers) and the error rate of the Bloom Filters used by each broker as part of the distribution trees. Preliminary work suggests that having 1% of peers acting as brokers is a good compromise between spreading outgoing load and limiting excessive overlay hops per cast. The value chosen for the routing error should be low enough to limit the number of unnecessary casts propagated over the backbone, but as high as possible to reduce storage costs. Ten per cent is a reasonable choice, as higher values tend to increase the overall load on the backbone while only moderately reducing the storage costs. Future work will investigate both of these parameters in more detail.
The SPICE implementation is more complex having parameters for the storage and frequency limits used to promote load distribution, as well as the surface dimensionality and branch factor of ICE. Peers would choose loading limits as low as possible to minimize their work. However, limits that are too low can actually increase peers' loads by causing cascades of summaries during registry distribution and replication. Exploratory results have found 32 to be a suitable lower bound for the SL, and 0.0125 casts per second for the FL. These choices are borne out by the following experiments. We fix the ICE dimensionality to 3 and branch factor to p/3, as these achieve a good balance between the total number of messages to deliver a message to a group, and the average number of hops to reach individual consumers [26] . A higher branch factor requires fewer total messages, but takes longer to reach consumers on average. A higher dimensionality reduces the average path length to consumers, at the cost of increasing the total number of messages needed to reach them all.
Note that due to simulator limits, it is only possible to measure the SPICE implementation under the worldwide scenario to a maximum of 4096 peers, and the BROKER implementation to 6144 peers.
Peer scaling
The number of early adopters of a laboratory or worldwide research tool incorporating special interest messaging could be expected to be quite low, increasing with popularity. These experiments show how the IGM implementations scale as the number of peers increases from a small core to several thousands.
In the CENTRALIZED and SPICE implementations, peer and cast facet metrics are the same for both scenarios because the overlays are formed independently of the physical network topology. However, the BROKER implementation is dependent on the physical topology, since it is built around an MST backbone. The following analysis notes the differences when they are significant, otherwise results are taken from the laboratory scenario.
The load on peers is of foremost interest. Figure 9a shows the maximum per cast outgoing load for any single peer (POUT M ). Clearly, the CENTRALIZED implementation has a high POUT M that increases linearly with the number of peers, since the server peer forwards each cast to all group members. The BROKER implementation follows a similar trend, though at a slower rate, because each broker assumes a fraction of the overall workload required by a single server. BROKER's POUT M disparity between the two scenarios is due to a small number of brokers in the laboratory scenario handling more clients than average. Recall that clients register with the closest broker; the clustered nature of the laboratory topology and consequent backbone (Figures 7a and 3 ) can lead to many clients selecting the same broker. However, when brokers have approximately equal numbers of clients (as in the worldwide scenario), POUT M is generally lower, as expected. Note that this imbalance of broker clients also increases the maximum total outgoing load (TOUT M ) in the laboratory scenario (Figure 9b) .
In SPICE, POUT M increases with the number of peers but at a very slow rate, mainly constrained to the SL by registry distribution. The same phenomenon is clearly evident in Figure 9b that shows the maximum total outgoing load on any single peer after all 1024 casts (TOUT M ). SPICE is again extremely low in comparison to other implementations. Its consistency indicates that outgoing load is well spread not only for individual casts but also over time, despite many casts selecting the same groups. Figure 9c agrees with this analysis, showing that the total outgoing load on peers in SPICE is remarkably fair (TOUT G ). This is due to three mechanisms: the hashing of tags onto the ICE surface (essentially creating a distinct 'server' for each tag), the distribution of registries to peers around the RP and the replication of whole registries to other parts of the surface. SPICE is undoubtedly the fairest implementation in terms of the peer facet. Outgoing load is very low and fair, both per cast and over many casts. Figure 10 presents the network facet metrics under an increasing number of peers in the laboratory and worldwide scenarios. The maximum link loading is strikingly different between the two scenarios, which is mainly caused by their differing scales. The worldwide topology has an order of magnitude more routers and links, yet both are supporting overlays of the same size. Secondly, as Figures 7a and b show, the laboratory topology is partitioned into a few major components connected by individual links whereas the worldwide topology is densely concentrated in the USA, with several redundant links to other areas of the network. Clearly, the laboratory topology will impose greater loads on those links connecting partitions, as messages between any peers in the partitions must be funnelled through them. In both scenarios, the CENTRALIZED implementation most heavily loads the link from the server to the network, as this must carry a copy of a cast for each selected consumer. Thus, PINK M (Figures 10a and b) precisely follows the maximum implicit group size that is selected. Owing to its MST backbone, the BROKER implementation will generally minimize the number of packets traversing the same link per cast, especially as the number of peers increases. It is encouraging to see that SPICE is relatively close for networks of this scale, primarily due to the distribution of registries preventing any single peer forwarding too many casts to consumers.
The same trends are seen for total link load (TINK M ) in Figures 10c and d . As the number of peers increases, the BROKER implementation's backbone again results in the most efficient use of network links. However, SPICE performs very well in comparison due to its use of multiple RPs and registry replication technique which directs casts to different regions of the network for each cast. Figure 10e shows that no implementation is especially fair in the laboratory scenario. Again, this is due to the partitioned nature of the topology and the higher density of peers to links. Note however that BROKER grows increasingly fair with the number of peers, unlike the other implementations. This benefit is caused by the growing backbone better approximating the physical network and attenuating the number of duplicate packets. The worldwide topology is generally fairer (Figure 10f) , particularly for SPICE. Again, BROKER's fairness increases with the number of peers.
In general, BROKER is the gentlest implementation with respect to loading the physical network, although ICE's amortized routing enables SPICE to perform comparably, especially over time.
The cast facet examines how well individual casts are delivered to consumers from publishers. Figure 11a shows the ratio of the total number of overlay hops needed to reach every group member (RTH) as compared to the CENTRALIZED implementation (which, by definition, always has an RTH of 1). SPICE has a somewhat high RTH because more peers are involved in delivering a cast by routing it across the ICE surface. The BROKER implementation's low RTH is due to the relatively low diameter backbone that distributes single copies of casts. The routing Bloom Filters between brokers also serve to limit cast propagation. Figure 11b presents the average and maximum ratio of overlay hops needed to reach a consumer from the publisher of a cast (RAH/RMH). The amortized routing algorithm used by SPICE increases the number of hops, but judicious branching somewhat diminishes the difference to BROKER. Finally, Figures 11c and d show the actual latency of the IGM implementations. BROKER is able to keep apace of CEN-TRALIZED despite significant additional overlay hops because the backbone forwards casts to consumers as they are encountered in the backbone, rather than first traversing a potentially distant server. The higher latency for SPICE is due to the relatively large number of overlay hops required to traverse the surface as the number of peers increase. Limiting the branch factor would reduce this latency by routing casts more directly to each consumer rather than following circuitous amortized routes, at the cost of additional network and peer load.
SPICE is more susceptible than other implementations to the high latency links in the worldwide topology, as they may need to be traversed several times during a route. Hence, its average latency is approximately 8 times that of CENTRALIZED in the laboratory scenario, but 11 times in the worldwide scenario.
Loading over time
The research tool is intended to operate over long periods of time as a persistent service for an institution or special interest group. Hence, it is important to investigate how the IGM implementations load peers and the physical network over time. This is achieved by fixing the number of peers to 4096 and varying the number of casts (while maintaining the same frequency of casts). These experiments focus on the laboratory scenario.
Figures 12a and b show the maximum total outgoing peer (TOUT M ) and network (TINK M ) loads. Since every cast in the CENTRALIZED implementation goes through the server, TOUT M and TINK M are equal to the sum of the sizes of all implicit groups selected by all casts. In contrast, BROKER and particularly SPICE employ several different peers to handle each cast, leading to lower total loads. Indeed, SPICE's TOUT M is two orders of magnitude lower than CENTRALIZED or BROKER and TINK M is similar to the network-optimized BROKER implementation. This demonstrates the amortized routing algorithm of ICE can effectively reduce network loading. Although SPICE shows great fairness for TOUT (Figure 12c ), no implementation is able to fairly distribute the total link load in the dense laboratory scenario (Figure 12d ).
Group size scaling
This experiment is designed to test how the implementations scale with the size of the implicit groups that need to be messaged. In a real system, many groups would have few or no members and some would have very many members.
Although it is likely that many participants will express a common tag, it is unlikely in practice that any cast would need to reach every member of an institution. Indeed the purpose of IGM is diluted if it is used to broadcast rather than discriminate. Consequently, in this experiment, the group sizes range from 0.1 to 50% of the network, which is substantially enough to demonstrate network effects, but not so large as to negate the need for IGM.
Large groups are of concern for the CENTRALIZED implementation since the server must send a message to each member (high POUT M ), saturating the links around the server with myriad redundant copies of each cast (high PINK M ). The BROKER implementation aims to improve this situation by spreading POUT over more servers. SPICE is designed to take this to an extreme, employing enough outgoing 'servers' as necessary to fairly deliver the message, using registry distribution. The advantage of this approach is evident in Figure 13a , which shows that the SPICE network produces a maximum per cast outgoing load on any single peer (POUT M ) barely exceeding 32 (the SL used for these experiments), even for casts selecting every second peer. Figure 13b presents the maximum link load after all casts have been delivered. Again, the CENTRALIZED implementation heavily loads the same outgoing server link. The other implementations spread the load to several major links in the physical network. SPICE actually imposes a lower load than BROKER because it is not constrained to forwarding separate casts along the same backbone links, instead routing each cast to different parts of the ICE surface, and physical network.
As group size increases, RTH generally converges towards unity (Figure 13c ). This is because the overheads of BROKER and SPICE (backbone propagation, and routing to RPs) become smaller relative to the number of messages needed to reach every member of larger groups. SPICE takes longer to converge because of the larger initial routing overhead, and the additional hops needed to discover summaries that have been distributed for the registries of common tags. Figure 13d shows that the average and maximum overlay hops to each consumer increase slightly in SPICE, but remain almost constant in BROKER. In SPICE, distribution of common tags increases the path length from publisher to consumer. In BROKER, there is only a relatively small backbone segment that must be traversed in the worst case, regardless of how many consumers are selected.
Discussion
Overall, each IGM implementation has strengths and weaknesses. The CENTRALIZED implementation is easy to implement and deploy and would suffice for small institutions. The BROKER implementation is also reasonably straightforward to implement, though more work is required for deployment and administration, as some machines must be configured as brokers. In latency-critical domains which require scalability, this implementation is the best option. Even on a global network it can deliver a cast to thousands of group members in approximately 100 ms. It also incurs generally low-link load on the physical topology, except when many large groups are selected, causing abnormal loads on the links supporting the backbone. SPICE shares properties of both of these systems. Such as the CENTRALIZED implementation, administrative overhead is low, since the network is self-configuring. Such as the BROKER implementation, network link load is quite low on a per cast basis, and actually the lowest over many casts to large implicit groups. Finally, participating peers do not need to dedicate excessive network resources to the system. The delivery latency of SPICE may preclude its use in some demanding global applications, but it is acceptable for the research tool presented in this paper. In the laboratory scenario, the latency would certainly permit the possibility of real time implicit group chats.
RELATED WORK
This section outlines related work, beginning with similar research tools and followed by various messaging paradigms and implementations sectioned according to the classification in Table 1 .
Research tools
Several similar tools designed to aid researchers have been proposed and implemented, including literature management applications [33] and social networking sites [3] . Those that offer collaborative features are generally of the consumerselected variety, offering forums and web pages for browsing by researchers.
Some P2P-based tools also exist. Bibster [34] is a P2P network for sharing and finding bibliographic information that offers semantic searches (such as finding papers discussing a specific topic). Often these types of networks focus on building networks mirroring the actual small-world relationships between researchers. In Scientific Collaboration Networks [35] , groups are formed by collaborators explicitly inviting others to join, noting that many researchers collaborate with few others whereas some work with many. Objects (such as datasets or articles) are replicated within a group and queries are flooded between members of appropriate groups until objects are found. A similar approach is used by Chirita et al. [36] whereby paper co-authorships form the basis of how peers are topologically arranged.
Conversely, an IGM-based research tool seeks to reach undiscovered implicit groups of researchers, more closely akin to Khambatti's interest-based communities [37] . However, that work is based on unstructured P2P networks which, due to their inherent 'best effort' nature, cannot make strong guarantees about delivering to all group members in the way IGM requires. This precludes features such as IGM chat, where such a condition is necessary for the continuity of a conversation between peers.
Publisher-selected-described
The concept of implicit groups is found in other domains. The PEACH project [38] has a concept of 'implicit organization' in order to communicate between various components of an interactive museum guide, and Chambel et al. [39] describes the use of implicit groups to aid navigation of and retrieval of data from 'hyperbases'. However, these approaches are limited to specific applications and are not directly applicable to general networking domains.
Interest management in war game simulations and virtual environments [40] refers to the distribution of update messages from entities in the environment to all other entities that need to know about them. Usually, an entity creates an expression of interest in events created within a certain virtual distance of it, in a similar manner to content-based pub/sub.
SelectCast [41] allows a sender to multicast a message to peers matching an SQL-like query. The expression language supports aggregation functions for specifying implicit groups of recipients but relies on hierarchically structured domain 'superpeers' responsible for maintaining aggregation information and forwarding messages to deeper domains.
Consumer-selected-named
Multicasting is a well-studied problem in networking. IP multicast [42] allows hosts to explicitly join a group and receive all messages sent to the group address. There have been a number of multicast schemes constructed over distributed hash tables, such as SCRIBE [43] and CAN multicast [44] . However, no such multicast scheme can effectively emulate IGM as this would require the creation and maintenance of a separate multicast group for each combination of registered tags (i.e. one for each possible implicit group). SIFT [45] was an early CENTRALIZED pub/sub system that allowed subscriptions to NetNews articles. Users sent Boolean subscriptions or vector space profiles to a server, which periodically matched all new documents and sent the user an email. A more recent variation is FeedTree [46] , which essentially adapts RSS to a true push technology based on a DHT.
6.4. Consumer-selected-described 6.4.1. Publish/subscribe Meghdoot [47] is a content-based pub/sub system based on a structured overlay network similar to ICE. It requires the predefinition of a schema defining the names, types and limits of k fields, and the surface must be 2k-dimensional. Subscriptions are installed on the surface by mapping them to a hyperplane, bounded by the ranges specified in the subscription and events are mapped to a single point on the surface, then broadcast to all neighbours within the region near the point. Mechanisms for load balancing of subscription storage and event processing load also exist based on region splitting and role replication. The approach used by Meghdoot is in some ways similar to SPICE as both are based on matching Boolean expressions to attribute sets. However, the need for a schema to describe the possible events, and in particular, the requirement that fields are named and ordered in the addressing scheme, means that this approach could not be applied to a tag-based IGM system where tags may appear in any order.
Mirinae [48] is a content-based pub/sub system that uses a hypercube overlay routing network to group similar subscriptions to specific corners based upon a schema. Events are mapped to partial identifiers and directed along the edges to corners that cover it. This has some conceptual similarity to ICE's amortized routing algorithm.
Searching
Reynolds and Vahdat [25] partition an inverted keyword index over a DHT, similar to SPICE's use of an RP for each tag. The authors discuss horizontal partitioning (which splits the list of documents matching a keyword over several peers) and vertical (which puts all documents with a keyword on one peer), and reason that vertical is the best for this type of system. mSearch [49] is a distributed search engine that uses SCRIBE to form multicast trees for each keyword in a document corpus. Peers join multicast trees for the keywords in their documents and queries are multicast to the keyword tree that is smallest for the given search terms. A conjunctive query is resolved by multicasting the request to the group of whichever term is least common (i.e. the smallest group). Each member then performs a local document search.
Gnawali [50] uses keyword sets stored at RPs rather than individual keywords. Since a document is less likely to have particular sets of keywords than individual keywords, the load can be spread more evenly. This is similar to the way SPICE stores complete summaries at RPs.
Shi et al. [51] take a novel approach to full-text indexing of documents, using a combination of horizontal and vertical partitioning. A hierarchy of virtual groups of peers are responsible for keywords but are actually distributed around the network. By spreading the index for a keyword over many peers, they achieve good performance and balanced load. This is similar to SPICE's concept of registry distribution.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
With blogging finding increasing use in institutions for team collaboration and internal communication, and hundreds of special interest blogs related to diverse niche topics also appearing, novel distribution mechanisms from publishers to consumers are desirable. This paper proposed using IGM as the basis of a context-aware research tool and described three alternative IGM implementations including a P2P design called SPICE and a broker-based design.
The main focus of the paper was a detailed comparative simulation of the three IGM implementations driven by a real data source and two actual network topologies. The BROKER implementation was found to incur low-link load with low latency, at the cost of high load on specialized broker machines. SPICE incurred low and fair network and peer load and needed no specialized nodes, but had a higher delivery latency.
There are some immediately evident open problems with IGM, perhaps foremost of which is unsolicited and unwanted messages (spam). Unlike email, however, where spam is a considerable nuisance due to its shotgun approach, IGM allows messages to be targeted to consumers who may genuinely be interested. It could be argued that the amount of perceived spam may be low. At any rate, many of the numerous anti-spam techniques developed for email could be easily adapted to work with IGM clients. Feedback mechanisms built into client software could also allow consumers to 'opt-out' from some sorts of messages. Such feedback could either be entirely managed by the client software or flow from the consumer back towards publishers, allowing the network to limit their impact. Using such a technique, implicit groups could essentially become self-censoring if enough members responded negatively to specific publishers or types of messages.
IGM, as described in Section 2, does not support some features that may be desirable for certain applications. or ways to publish 'abiding casts' that are delivered to new selected group members as they join the system. Such features may be readily implemented in the CENTRALIZED or BROKER implementations using persistent tables and client acknowledgements, although modifying SPICE would prove more difficult due to its distributed nature. This paper shows that for Internet applications requiring high performance chat capabilities, the BROKER implementation's low latency is preferable. However, for many of the collaborative features discussed of the research tool, SPICE offers exceptionally efficient and load-balanced special interest messaging.
